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Article Body:
I took some clothes out of the dryer the other day and noticed that one of my shirts was torn

What I found out was surprising, and if I knew then what I know now, I could have diagnosed an

If your dryer is tearing your clothes, you need to check three parts; the drum glides, the dru

The glides support the drum and are located at the top or bottom of the bulkhead (the bulkhea

Glides are not difficult to replace. They are held in place by screws, rivets, or grooves. It’

Having checked the glides, now check the drum seals. They are located around the circumference
Not all dryers have two drum seals. Some dryers have one seal.

Examine the seal for signs of wear or damage. You don’t need to remove the drum to check the e

If the seal is worn it’s not difficult to remove, but it takes some effort. The seal is secure

To replace the seal, remove the drum from the dryer’s cabinet. With the drum removed, peel bac

Place the new seal, stitch side down, in the same position as the one you scraped off. Apply a

While waiting for the adhesive to dry, check the rollers located at the back of the dryer, un

The left roller tends to wear more than the right one but you need to replace both to keep the

Now that you have the inside scoop, you can prevent your dryer from ruining your clothes. Save
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